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ABSTRACT 
Important classes of algorithms for unconstrained minimization, when applied to 
a quadratic with Hessian A, may be regarded as alternative ways to effect certain 
basic matrix factorizations of or with respect to A. This approach enables a unified 
presentation of many existing algorithms and suggests some new algorithms. Two 
basic underlying factorizations are of particular interest-tridiagonalization coupled 
with Cholesky factorization and the Gram-Schmidt or QR factorization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several important classes of algorithms for unconstrained minimization, 
when applied to a quadratic function with symmetric, positive definite 
Hessian A, may be regarded as alternative ways to effect certain matrix 
factorizations of or with respect to A. This approach leads to a clear insight 
into the basic equivalence of many algorithms that are implemented in very 
different ways and that differ in their informational requirements. It enables 
their presentation within a unified framework, and suggests new algorithms. 
For the case when the Hessian is directly available, we discuss in detail an 
algorithm, termed algorithm TC, which effects a particular decomposition of 
the Hessian. This consists of partially solving the eigenproblem by tridi- 
agonalizing the Hessian, and then obtaining the Cholesky factorization of the 
tridiagonal matrix. We call this the TC factorization. Successive steps 
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of the two factorizations may be interleaved. Expressions for successive 
approximations to the inverse Hessian are developed. We show also that 
successive approximations to the inverse Hessian are related through certain 
recurrence relations. 
One of our main reasons for developing this algorithm in detail is to 
demonstrate that important classes of algorithms that employ only function 
values and first derivatives (these include the conjugate gradient algorithm, a 
large family of variable metric algorithms and certain other quasi-Newton 
methods) implicitly effect the same process when applied to a quadratic, but 
each in a different way. We demonstrate also that expressions for successive 
approximations to the inverse Hessian developed in algorithm TC correspond 
exactly to expressions for successive approximations to the inverse Hessian 
given by a family of variable metric methods. Further, this family is related 
to well-known families of algorithms [l, 21. This is brought out during the 
development of recurrence relations for successive approximations to the 
inverse Hessian in algorithm ‘X. We show also equivalences between certain 
transformed versions of the above algorithms. 
Next another important class of algorithms are discussed which we show 
correspond to alternative ways of effecting the QR (or Gram-Schmidt) 
factorization of the set of search directions in the inner product defined by 
A. Some alternative implementations are suggested. 
Finally, we show how some recent and very promising optimization 
algorithms (e.g., that of Davidon [19]) may be fitted into the algebraic 
structure developed in this paper. Such algorithms combine the TC and the 
QR factorizations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: BASIC RELATIONS 
Fundamental to unconstrained optimization are a number of basic rela- 
tions. These will be familiar to many readers and are therefore just briefly 
summarized here. (The only novelty is that they are stated in matrix 
notation.) For readers who want more detail, an expanded presentation is 
given in Appendix 1. 
2.1 Terminology and Notation 
DEFINITION OF AN N-SEARCH. Suppose that for a general function +(X), a 
search along each of a set of n linearly independent directions, d,, . . . , d, is 
carried out. Let xi be the initial point. Suppose that successive points 
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X~,X~~...PX,+~ are developed with 
xi+ 1 =xi+xidi, 
Ai#O vi. (2.la) 
We shall call such a search procedure an n-search. 
If, in addition, the search along each direction di seeks the minimum 
value of the function in that direction, we 
D = (d,, . . . , d,,). 
G=(g ,,...,g,). 
Y=(g2-gl~g3-g2~**~~g"+l-glJ 
S=( x2-~1~~3-x2,*..,xn+1 -4 
D,=(d,,...,d+J. 
si=(x2-x,,..., xi-xi-I) and si=(xi-xi-i). 
yi=(gs-gi>***> g,-gi-1) and Yi=(gi-gi-1). 
q(r) = a + b Tx + ix TAx denote a quadratic, with A a positive 
definite symmetric (pds) matrix. 
Small Greek letters denote diagonal matrices, e.g., a,P. In particu- 
lar, X G diag(X,, . . . , A,), where hi is defined in (2.la). 
2. Basic Relations 
(i) Quadratic relation. When an n-search is conducted over a quadratic 
4449 
(Q) AD= Yh-‘= GH, (2.2a) 
where H is an upper Hessenberg matrix defined by (Al-b) or (Al-c) in 
Appendix 1. _’ 
(ii) Conjugate direction relation. If the directions used in an n-search 
over \c/ (x) are conjugate, then 
(CD) DTAD=a, (2.2b) 
where CY is a positive definite diagonal matrix. 
(iii) Exact line search. When xi is the minimum of $(r) along di_ 1, 
P w g’d,_,=O. (2.2c) 
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(iv) Search-gradient relation. If each search direction di in an n-search is 
implicitly or explicitly defined to lie in the subspace spanned by - g,, . . . , 
- gi, then D = - GU, where U is upper triangular and non-singular. Writing 
U-‘=R, 
PG) -G=DR. (2.2d) 
(v) Variable metric or partial inverse. An non-singular symmetric matrix 
Hi is a partial inverse approximation to A - ’ if 
(“MR) HiAD, = Di, 
or equivalently H, Yi = Si. 
In particular H,,+,=A-‘. 
(2.2e) 
2.3 Consequences of the basic relations 
(i) Quadratic termination property. A well-known result (see, e.g., [33) is 
that Q(2,2a), CD(2.2b) and ELS (2.2~) together imply that gTdi = 0 Vi, 1 such 
that l< j<i<n+l. Thusgn+r=O, and 
(QT) GTD= V, 
where V is upper triangular. 
(ii) Orthogonality of gradients. QT (2.3a) and SG (2.2d) imply 
GrG=p 
where p is a positive definite diagonal matrix. 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(iii) Uniqueness of search directions. Search directions defined by CD 
(2.2b) and SG (2.2d) over a quadratic 4’(r) are unique up to multiplication by 
a scalar. 
(iv) Q (2.2a), ELS (2.2c), VMR (2.2e) and search directions defined by 
di= - H,g, (2.3~) 
together imply CD (2.2b) and quadratic termination (see Lemma A.3 of 
Appendix 1). Thus Q (2.2a), VMR (2.2e), (2.3c), ELS (2.2~) and SG (2.2d) 
imply uniqueness of directions (up to multiplication by a scalar). 
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3. PRELIMINARIES: BASIC MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS 
We assume familiarity with the following basic matrix factorizations. 
(Again, for completeness, more detail and references are given in Appendix 
2.) 
(i) Triangular (L U) factorization. 
(ii) Cholesky factorization. 
(iii) Gram-Schmidt (QR ) factorization. 
(iv) Reduction of a matrix to Hessenberg form, and consequently of a 
symmetric matrix to tridiagonal form (methods of Arnoldi, Lanc- 
20s). 
(v) Reduction of a symmetric matrix to diagonal form by orthogonal 
similarity transformation (e.g. by Jacobi’s method). 
4. UNIFIED APPROACH TO UNCONSTRAINED 
MINIMIZATION VIA BASIC 
MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS 
Algorithms for unconstrained minimization differ principally in the way 
the search directions are generated or updated. Many algorithms, when 
applied to quadratics, have the same underlying relations and, as we shall 
show, implicitly effect the same decomposition of, or with respect to, the 
Hessian. Such algorithms differ in the way the decomposition is carried out, 
in much the sdme way as the Givens, Householder and Gram-Schmidt 
methods all effect the QR factorization, but each in a different way. From a 
numerical standpoint, of course, these differences are significant, but, in 
exact arithmetic, with certain initial conditions the same, they would all give 
identical iterates. The other principal factor that distinguishes one minimiza- 
tion algorithm from another is the informational requirements of an algo- 
rithm, e.g., some algorithms do not use derivatives, others do. 
4.1. Algorithm TC-a Method That Uses Second Derivatives 
Methods that use second derivatives are usually variants of Newton’s 
method, which employs the direction 
where ;T’ is the current 
d”= - [A@‘)]-lg”, (4.la) 
iterate and g” the graident at xc. The direction d” 
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may be obtained by inverting A (x”) or by solving the set of equations 
A(xC)dC= -g”. 
This solution is obtained in two principal ways. 
The first and most natural class of methods uses the triangular factoriza- 
tions (see Appendix 2). Thus Fiacco and McCormick [6] factorize A(r”) into ^ * 1 
LDL ’ and solve (ifii r) d” = - g” (note that the columns of i - ’ are 
conjugate directions). Matthew and Davies [7] factorize A(x”) into the LU 
factorization and solve. Since for general functions A(x”) may be indefinite, 
precautions to prevent numerical instability are also built into these algo- 
rithms. 
The second class of methods employs orthogonal decompositions. The 
method of Greenstadt [8] carries out the decomposition 
XrA(x’)X=p, 
xTx= 
i Pi 
(4.lb) 
The Jacobi method may be used to obtain this. Alternatively this decomposi- 
tion may be carried out by first reducing A (xc), which is always symmetric, 
to tridiagonal form T [see Eq. (A2-i) in Appendix 21, and then obtaining the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of T and hence those of A (xc). Positive 
definiteness may be ensured by perturbing negative eigenvalues, and precau- 
tions are built in to prevent numerical instability when any pi is small, since 
it is entirely possible that the Hessian at a particular iterate xc may be very 
ill conditioned, although at the minimum itself, say z, A(z) is well condi- 
tioned. 
4.2. An Intermediate Method 
In this section we propose a method intermediate between the above two 
classes of methods. Our motivation for introducing it is twofold. It does not 
appear in the literature, and this variant should, in most cases, be much 
faster than Greenstadt’s algorithm. However, our principal reason for devel- 
oping and exploring this algorithm in detail is expository. We claim that 
the decomposition involved-tridiagonalization followed by Cholesky 
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factorization-is, in some sense, fundamental. Many algorithms, as we shall 
show later (in particular the conjugate gradient and a class of variable metric 
methods) implicitly effect the same decomposition of the Hessian, each in a 
different way. We refer the reader also to our overview in Sec. 1. 
In describing this algorithm we shall, for simplicity, denote the Hessian at 
the current iterate by the symmetric matrix A, and henceforth we drop the 
superscript c denoting the current iterate. 
Algorithm 
(i) Reduce A to tridiagonal form T [see (A2-i) of Appendix 21. We shall 
insist that the first column of G be g,, the gradient at the current iterate, 
and then (for example) use the equations (A2-j) to complete the a’ecomposi- 
tion. This decomposition is essentially unique. At the (i- 1)th stage of this 
reduction we shall therefore have obtained the first i columns of G-i.e., 
(g 1,. . . , gi)-and the first i - 1 columns of T. 
(ii) Next carry out the Cholesky factorization of the symmetric tridiago- 
nal matrix. T: 
T= RTaR, 
where R is unit upper triangular and all elements rii such that i - i > 2 are 
zero; a = diag{ q] is a diagonal matrix. 
Now it is not necessary to wait till the end of step (i) to perform step (ii). 
As the elements of T are generated in step (i) we can also carry out 
successive stages of the Cholesky decomposition. We enlarge on this in the 
next section 4.3. 
(iii) If at any stage, the Cholesky factorization breaks down (which 
could happen if A is not positive definite) then we only carry (i) to 
completion, omitting further stages of (ii). Then, once the tridiagonal form T 
has been found, the standard Greenstadt procedure [8] is followed by 
obtaining the eigenvalues and vectors of T. The search direction for a 
Newton step is then given by (4.la) and (4.lb). 
(iv) If, however, the Cholesky factorization is successful (and if A is 
positive definite it will be), then the decomposition effected is 
GTAG=RTolR, 
G=G=p, 
which we call the TC factorization. 
The inverse Hessian is given by 
(4.2a) 
A-‘=G(R -‘)K1(R -l)TGT. (4.2b) 
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The search direction d = - A - ‘g 1 for a Newton step is thus 
d= -G(R -‘)&(R-l)TGTgl 
= -GR-la-l(R-‘)T(g~gl)el, (4.2~) 
where e, is the first column of the unit matrix. This is equivalent to solving 
the equations 
d= - Gy. (4.2d) 
Clearly we could have a substantial saving over Greenstadt’s algorithm, 
which must compute the eigenvalues and vectors at every stage. 
DEFINITION. For later reference we define 
D= -CR-l, (4.2e) 
from which it follows A - ’ = Da - ‘D T. 
4.3. Development of the Inverse 
We discuss in detail the development of the inverse Hessian (4.2b) for 
Algorithm TC, and in particular we develop expressions for successive 
approximations to A - ’ (henceforth assumed to be pds). We will demonstrate 
later the close tie-in between these expressions and expressions for successive 
approximations to A - ’ obtained by variable metric algorithms. 
The development is in four stages: (a) we obtain expressions for succes- 
sive approximations to R in (4.2a), (b) we deduce expressions for successive 
approximations to R -I, (c) we develop expressions for successive approxima- 
tions Hi to A - ‘, and (d) we develop recurrence relations for Hi. 
4.3.1. Successive Approximations to R. As noted in step (ii) of Algo- 
rithm TC we need not wait until the tridiagonalization and Cholesky 
factorization are complete to develop R. Intermediate stages of R may be 
developed in parallel with the determination of the matrix T. 
At stage j - 1 of algorithm TC we have ( g,, . . . , gi), the first i columns of 
G, and (tl,..., ti_ J, the first j - 1 columns of T. Since the tridiagonal matrix 
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T is symmetric, we therefore also know the value of the element t(i_lj,i (in 
the jth column of T). 
We write out the elements of the jth principal leading submatrix I; of T 
as follows: 
t11 t12 
t21 t22 t2.3 
t32 t33 t34 
q= 
tci-lL(i-2) tci-lL(i-1) t(j-l).j 
tj,c j-1) .(i) 1 
where r(i) is an arbitrary unknown parameter and all the other elements are 
known, The Cholesky factorization of this is of the form 
RiTdiag[ a1 ,..., aj_l,Y(i)]Ri, (4.3a) 
where Ri is a unit upper triangular ( j X j) matrix with all elements rii, 
(i - i) > 2, being zero, and r(i) is another arbitrary parameter. In the Chole- 
sky factorization Rj is entirely dependent upon the known elements of Tj, 
i.e., the (n,n) element T (i) does not affect any of R,‘s elements. The unknown 
parameter r(j) only affects the last element of the diagonal matrix 
diag[a,, . . . , ~yi_~, u(i)]. This is therefore given by another arbitrary non-zero 
parameter, denoted by v (i). Clearly Rj is the (i X j) leading principal sub- 
matrix of R. 
At the next iteration we know (g,, . . . ,g,+J and (t,, . . . , tj). Now we 
deduce the Cholesky factorization of q+1 from that of ?;., where 
51 52 
t 21 t22 h.3 
t32 t33 t34 
tj,( j-1) tjj tj,(j+l) 
t(j+lLj 
,(j+ 1) 
q+i must be factored into 
~+l=Rj~rdiag[a,,...,cuj_l,+~(i+l)]Rj+l. 
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Noting that R is bidiagonal and employing (4.3a), we may write this as 
I 
, 1 
‘yj-1 I 
5 I --__-_--_---_ 
’ V(i+r) 
Equating the ( 1, j) element, we have 
r?. 
I,p1aj_l+olj=tif9 
yielding 
L$i= tii-“. T2. r-1 1.1-l’ 
Also 
‘i+r,ij . a stj+li) 
yielding 
1 1 R, ; ,,g - -o-: l-1+1 -- i - 
i 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
4.3.2. Successive Approximations to R -I. Because Ri+ I is unit upper 
triangular, the inverse is given by 
where 
Ri;:= (4.3d) 
and ei is the jth column of the identity matrix I. 
Thus Ri;; may also be updated as the iteration progresses. 
4.3.3. Successive Approximations to A-‘. Using the results of the 
previous section, let us now develop an expression for successive approxima- 
tions to the inverse Hessian A- ‘. Later, in Sec. 4.6, we show an exact 
correspondence between these expressions developed here and expressions 
for successive approximations to A- ’ given by a class of variable metric 
algorithms. 
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At stage j - 1 of Algorithm TC we have partially achieved the decomposi- 
tion (4.2a). The known elements of R rarA are given by (4.3a). It is therefore 
quite natural to consider the following approximation to the inverse: 
I 
-1 
a1 
I 
I 
Hi=G Rf-’ ‘*’ _; (R$ ; 0 
I 
6 (i) I 
I 
----__- -----_________ 
0 ’ Lj+l 
GT, (4.3e) 
where Li+ I is an arbitrary positive definite symmetric (pds) matrix of 
appropriate dimension and 6 (j), the inverse of v(j) (Y(~)+O), is another 
arbitrary parameter.’ From (4.3d), 
In order to facilitate comparisons we partition G a.~ G = ( Gj, Fi+ J, Gi = 
(g 1,...,gf), Fi+l=(gi+lt”.,gn). Then 
~~=Gi~i-1diag[~;1,...,~i;~,6(i)](R~)-1G~+~+1Li+IFiT+1 (4.3ee1) 
and 
-1 I 
a1 I 
q+1= q ; g,+1 (, ,i 
Rj-’ : - f$-lp. 
- - _,_ - - - !. 
01 1 1 ’ 0 I q1 I 
-------_I-__- 
0 , #i+‘) 
IAt stage i - 1, gi+ 1,. . , g, are determined but unknown. The fact that Li+I is arbitrary 
permits this formulation of H,. 
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4.3.4. Recumence Relations for Hi. We wish to develop a recurrence 
relation relating Hi + 1 and Hi. There are several ways of doing this. We 
discuss one of them. To this end let us require that, for all i, Li+r be the 
diagonal matrix 
where y(‘) for all i is an 
Hi+, -Hi= G$-’ 
Lj+1 =diag[y(i+‘),...,y(“)], (4.3f.l) 
arbitrary parameter and y(‘) > 0. Then we obtain 
I 1 
0 
I 
I 
01 
(R,‘)-‘Gj 
---____L__________ 
I ‘yj-l _~(i)+s(i+$.~, 1.1+1 J
- S(f+‘)[ GjRj-lpjg;+l+gi+lp;(R;)-lG;] 
+P (i+1)- y(f+‘)) gi+lg;+l. (4%) 
The recurrence relations for i = 1,2,. . . , n have 2n arbitrary parameters given 
by S (‘I,. . . ,6 cn) and y(l), . . . , y cn). The recurrence relation may be put into a 
form that is invariant under transformations of variables using the following 
relations: 
(1) Define ,L$ by 
pi 4 gi’gj. (4.3h) 
(2) From (4.3e.l) and (4.3f.l), 
Hjgi+l=G(i+‘)~~+Igj+l. (4.3i) 
(3) From the definition of D at the end of the previous section, i.e., 
D= -CR-‘, we have 
dj= - GiRj-‘ej (43 ) 
where ei is the jth column of the unit matrix. 
(4) From (4.3e.l), 
Hjgj = - 6 (j) flj dj. (4.3k) 
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Therefore, using these, (4.3g) may be put into the form 
Hi+l =H.+u(i+l)didiT+~(i+l)Hi(gi+l-gi)(gi+l-gi)TH;: I 
where u(i+l), v(i+l) and ,ci+v are scalars defined in terms of the arbitrary 
parameters, such that (4.3m) for i = 1,2,. . . , n has altogether 2n degrees of 
freedom. This is by virtue of the 2n parameters S cl), . . . ,6 (“) and y(l), . . . , yin) 
being arbitrary. The expression (4.3m) is related to the updating formulae for 
the variable metric families defined by Huang [2] and Broyden [l] in the 
form stated by Powell [9]. We thus see a connection between algorithm TC 
and variable metric algorithms, and we take this up again later in Sec. 4.6.2. 
For a detailed development of the recurrence relation (4.3m) we refer the 
reader to Nazareth [lo], where we have also further specialized to derive a 
single parameter family and discussed how to choose the parameter at each 
step to keep the approximations to the inverse Hessian as well conditioned as 
possible. 
4.5. Algorithms that Use First Derivatives and 
Function Values and Implicitly 
Caq Out the TC Factorization 
We claim that an important class of algorithms that use only first 
derivative and function value information may be regarded as implicitly 
carrying out a TC factorization of the Hessian-i.e., tridiagonalization 
followed by Cholesky factorization-when applied to a quadratic G(x). 
4.5.1. Four Funabnental Relations. In this section, as a first step, let 
us study algebraically the properties of four basic relations. These will then 
be interpreted within the context of unconstrained minimization of func- 
tions. No interpretation should be placed upon the matrices in this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Consider non-singular matrices satisfying the relations 
-G=DR, 
DTAD= a, 
AD = GH, 
(4.5a) 
GTG=/3, 
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where H is an upper Hessenberg matrix, R is an upper triangular matrix, and 
(Y and ,8 are diagonal matrices. Then H and R must be bidiagonal, and 
GTAG= T, 
where T is tridiagonul. 
Proof. We have 
-DT+T)-lcT, 
-(RT)-‘GTAD=a, 
-(RT)-lGTGH=a, 
H= -/3 -‘RTk 
Since R T is lower triangular and H is upper Hessenberg, H and R T are both 
of the form 
i 
c x 
x x 0 
x x 
x . 
. . 
0 * x 
x x 
x x 
Substituting for D in DTAD= a, we obtain 
Hence 
GTAG=RTaR=T, 
GTG=p, 
where R TAR is a tridiagonal matrix denoted by T. 
(4.5a. 1) 
n 
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REMARK 1. H=(h,J, R=(rif), and T=($). If hi+l,i#O for all i, then 
from the relation 
H= -/f-‘RTa 
it follows that r, i + i #O for all i. This in turn implies that ti,j+l#O for all i. 
NOTE. The relations (4.5a.l) are precisely the TC decomposition (4.2a). 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose there are two diflerent sets of non-singular 
matrices, { G,, D,, R,, H,} and { G,, D,, R,, H,}, satisfying (4.5a) and thus 
(4.5a.l) by Theorem 4.1. Also let the first column of G, and G, both be g,, 
i.e., G,e, =Gzel=gl. Assume hi+,,i#O and h,?+,,i#O for all i, where 
H, = (hi) and Hz = (hi). 
Then D, = D,w, where w = diag[wi] is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof. From (4.5a.l), 
GirAG,= T, and GzAG,= T, 
and 
GTG,= p and GcGs= y. 
From the uniqueness result, Lemma A.4 of Appendix 2 and Remark 1 above, 
we have 
Andy 
GlF 1/2= G2y-‘/26 
p - @T, fi -l/s= Sy - 1/2T2y - i/s& 
Writing y - ‘/2Sp + U2 = A, we have 
Now 
6, = G,R, 
T,=hT2h. 
Tl = R&R, and T2 = R&x,R,, 
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where R, and R, are upper triangular. Thus 
[AR;]-lR;= a,R,h[ alRl]-l, 
assuming R, and R, are invertible, which will certainly be true if D, and D, 
are non-singular. Since the left hand side in the above relation is lower 
triangular and the right hand side is upper triangular, each must be a 
diagonal matrix, say diag[wi] = w. Then 
R, =wR,A. 
Thus 
G,R;‘=G,AA-‘R,‘w-‘, 
which implies that 
D, = D,w. (4.5c) 
The directions defined by the ith columns of D, and D, are therefore 
multiples of each other. a 
4.5.2. Interpretation of the Above Theorems Within the Context of 
Unconstrained Minimization. We may interpret the results of Sec. 4.5.1 by 
identifying the matrices A, G, D, H,R, D and /3 with the corresponding 
matrices introduced in Sec. 2 of this paper. 
Thus, consider the class C of algorithms that satisfy the following two 
conditions: 
(i) When applied to a quadratic, each algorithm in this class generates a 
set of n mutually conjugate directions, (d,, . . . , cl,), assuming premature 
termination does not occur. These directions are used in a minimal n-search 
starting from a given initial point. 
(ii) Implicitly or explicitly, each search direction is some linear combina- 
tion of all negative gradients that have been generated so far. 
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Using the notation of Sec. 2, assume we are working with the quadratic 
q(x). From condition (i), D*AD= a, since the directions are conjugate. 
Condition (ii) above is equivalent to the search-gradient relation SG (2.2d). 
Since line searches are exact, the quadratic termination property QT (2.3a) 
holds, and this combined with the direction-gradient relation implies that 
G TG = p, where /3 is diagonal. Finally, a consequence of the quadratic 
termination property is that the n-search terminates. Since we are dealing 
with a quadratic, from (Q) (2.2a), ADA= Y; and since g”+i=O, this may be 
written in the form AD= GH, where H is defined by (Al-b). Henceforth the 
symbol H will represent the matrix defined by (Al-b). Thus the four relations 
are valid, namely 
I 
-G=DR, 
(FR) 
D*AD=a, 
AD = GH, 
G*G= ,L?. 
(4.5d) 
From Theorem 4.1 it follows that 
GTAG=RTaR=T, 
G*G=/3, (4.5e) 
where R is bidiagonal and T is tridiagonal. 
We see immediately that algorithm TC of Sec. 4.2 is the basic underlying 
process for all algorithms in the above class. Indeed, by Theorem 4.2, if we 
consider algorithm TC as generating n directions given by (4.2e), then these 
directions are scalar multiples of those generated by any algorithm in the 
above class. Since line searches are exact, we may also observe that all 
algorithms in this class generate identical directions (up to multiplication by 
a scalar) and iterates for a quadratic; cf. also Lemma A.2 of Appendix 1. 
4.6. Particular Algorithms 
4.6.1. The Conjugate Gradient Algorithm. The four relations FR (4.5d) 
underlie the conjugate gradient algorithm with R taken to be unit upper 
triangular. Henceforth we shall use the symbol R to denote a unit upper 
triangular matrix, and denote by D = (d,, . . . , d,,) the directions corresponding 
to this case. In the conjugate gradient algorithm recurrence relations are 
developed explicitly from - G = DR, and noting from Theorem 4.1 that R is 
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bidiagonal, we have 
a,= -g,, 
dj= -gi+ri-l,idi_l, (4.6a) 
where 1; _ r, i may be shown to be (1 gr\l!$/llgj_& and (l.\lE denotes the 
Euclidean norm. 
4.6.2. Methods Employing the Variable Metric Relation. The four 
relations (FR) (4Sd) underlie a large class of algorithms that employ the 
variable metric relation with exact line searches, introduced in Sec. 2.2. 
These also implicitly effect the TC factorization, and we can show that 
successive approximations to the inverse Hessian of a quadratic obtained by 
these algorithms correspond to those obtained in algorithm TC. 
Let us first take the case when the initial approximation to the inverse 
Hessian is the identity matrix (we deal with arbitrary positive definite 
starting approximations later) and consider variable metric algorithms 
(VMAS) which implicitly or explicitly satisfy the search-gradient relation. 
The latter is a perfectly natural requirement, and most search algorithms 
satisfy it. Also, from Lemma A.3, for a quadratic q(x), the variable metric 
relation combined with exact line searches implies mutual conjugacy of the 
search directions. Thus all such VMAs satisfy the four relations for a 
quadratic, implicitly effect the TC factorization and generate the same 
iterates to the minimum of q(x) as any other member of the class e of Sec. 
4.5.2 starting from the same initial point x1. The search directions generated 
by any such VMA must be multiples of the corresponding directions gener- 
ated by the conjugate gradient algorithm, i.e., the ith search directions must 
be 6(‘)d,, where di is the ith direction generated by the conjugate gradient 
method, and 6 (i) is an arbitrary positive scalar. Noting that the variable 
metric relation is invariant with respect to scaling of the directions, we see 
that all VMAs under consideration here satisfy 
(VW 
S(i)+ -Higi, 
HiAdi=di for all j < i. 
We seek to derive an expression for Hi that is consistent with the four 
relations, with R taken to be unit upper triangular, i.e., with the relations 
-G=DR, 
W) 
DTAD= a, 
AD = GH, 
(4.6~) 
GTG=@. 
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This will show precisely the extent to which VMAs can differ when applied 
to quadratics. 
THEOREM 4.3. Any VMA consistent with the four relations (4.6~) when 
applied to a quadratic, must give successive approximations Hi to the inverse 
Hessian A - ’ given by 
H,=G 
fp . . . 
c$z; 
(R,‘)-1 ; 0 
I 
s(i) I 
I __---------- --------- 
0 ’ Li+l 
where Ri is the ith leading principal submatrix of 
1 -&I& 
1 - &/Pz 
A= . . 
. . 
CT, (4.6d) 
and ,Oi = g,?gi. 6 @) = 8@)/,Bj is also an arbitrary positive parameter, and Li+, 
is an arbitrary pds matrix of appropriate dimension. 
Proof. In order to avoid possible confusion of notation, we point out 
that in this proof Hi represents the ith approximation to the inverse Hessian, 
whilst H stands for the upper Hessenberg matrix in the above relations. 
(i) From VMR (4.6b), 
H,ADE,_, = DEi_l, 
where Ei_l=(e,,e,,..., e, _ J and ej is the jth column of the identity matrix. 
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HiGHEi_,=-GR-‘Ei-1, from FR (4.6c), 
HiGj3 -lRTcxE,_l= GR -lEi_,, since H= -/3-‘RTa, 
P-1GTHiG/3-1RT&_l=R-1El_1, from Theorem 4.1, 
,8-‘GTHiG~-1RTEi_ldiag[a,,...,ai_,]=R-’Ej_,. 
(ii) Similarly, 
- H.g = ,f (‘1 d. t I 1’ from VMA (4.6b), 
HiGe. = S(‘)GR -le. r f’ 
P-‘GTHiGP-‘ei=6(‘)R-‘e.P,-’ 1, ’ since p -‘ei = ei/3-l. 
(iii) Combining (i) and (ii), 
~-1GTHiG~-‘(RTE,_Irej)=R~‘(Ei_l,ei)diag[ly~1,...,oli_~,~cii], 
where 6 ci) = 8(‘)/fli. S’ mce R is unit upper triangular, 
Writing X = P - ‘G ‘Hi GP - ‘, 
---- =R-1Eidiag[cw;‘,...,~iI\,6’i’]. 
Note that (EiTR TEi)-l= E,(R T)-lEi. 
There are standard formulae for exhibiting the full set of solutions to 
these overdetermined equations: 
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where 2 is an arbitrary matrix. We want symmetric solutions. Tidying up 
and writing R, = R - ‘Ei we obtain 
P-lG~HiGP-l= R,-‘diag[Lu;‘,...,aiZ:,S(i)](R,T)-l ( 0 I -------_----______c_ 0 I 0 
when Li+ I is an arbitrary positive definite symmetric matrix (since we want 
the left hand side to be symmetric and positive definite). 
Now GrG=p + p-‘Gr=G-l. Hence 
H, 
-_ 
Ri-ldiag[cy;‘,...,aj~~,G(i)](Ri’)-l i 0 
1 ---------_-______(___ 
0 ( 4+1 
The form of R follows directly from the recurrences relation for the 
conjugate gradient method. n 
Comparing (4.6d) with the ith approximation to the inverse in algorithm 
TC shows that they are identical. The subsequent analysis of Sec. 4.3 is 
therefore applicable, and further development along these lines and, in 
particular, the development of specific algorithms, from a consideration of 
the condition of Hi, is reported in Nazareth [lo]. 
4.7. Fundamental Relations for a Transformed Quadratic 
In order to widen ea_rlier results, let us briefly consider _working wit& the 
transfo%ecJ quadratic $( y) of Appendix 1, Sec. A(ii), i.e., $( y)= a +(Qh)ry 
+ iy ‘QAQy, which is obtained from G(x) by the change of variables 
y = Q-lx, with Q an arbitrary pds matrix and Q = @. This corresponds to a 
change of metric. Using the notation of Sec. 2.2 and Appendix 1, Sec. A(ii), 
and denoting the ith search direction by di and the gradient at the ith iterate 
by & = Vii/( y), G= ( El,. . . , g,) and D= (&, . . . , d,), let us summa&e the 
implications of applying the considerations of previous sections to +( y). 
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1. The four relations take the form 
-- 
-G=DR, 
- -- 
DTAD=(Y, 
-- 
AD= GH, 
(4.7a) 
- --- 
with A = QAQ. In the space of the original variables these become 
-QG=Dif, 
DTAD= Z, 
(4.n) 
AD Gii, 
G=QG=p. 
Results analogous Theorems 4.1 4.2 may proven, namely 
R is that the (4.7a) imply 
TQAQG = 
GTQG=p, 
(4.7c) 
that the are essentially up to by scalars. 
An algorithm to algorithm may be which, in 
space of original variables out the (4.7~) and 
successive approximations to the A -l, by 
I&=QG cyi:; ( > 
s.’ ,o 
G ‘Q. (4.7d) 
6’i’ I 
I _----------_-_------- 
0 ’ =j+1 
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This is the basic underlying process for all algorithms that implicitly or 
explicitly satisfy the relations (4.7b). 
4. The conjugate gradient algorithm takes the form 
(4.7e) 
where 11. (lo denotes the Q-norm. 
5. A result analogous to Theorem 4.3 may be proven. Variable metric 
algorithms carried out on $( y) using the recurrence relation (4.3m) with 
initial starting approximation I, correspond in the space of the original x 
variables to starting with initial starting approximation Q and again using the 
relation (4.3m). The latter relation is invariant. 
4.8. Algorithms that Use First Derivatives and 
Function Values and Implicitly 
Carry Out the QR Factorization 
Let us now consider dropping the requirement that the line searches be 
exact. Thus, consider algorithms which employ an n-search strategy where 
each search direction di is generated as a linear combination of the negative 
gradients generated so far, namely, g,, . . . , gj. Furthermore, di is required to 
be conjugate to all previous search directions, d,, . . . , di_ 1. 
If we assume that the gradients gj remain linearly independent, then this 
class of methods, when applied to a quadratic, use the relations 
-G=DR, 
DTAD= a, 
AD= YA-‘= GH, 
(4.8a) 
where a and X are non-singular diagonal matrices, Y = ( g, - g,, . . . , gn+ 1 - 
g,), and this time H is defined by (Al-c). 
Of the four relations FR (4.5d), the fourth has been dropped and, since 
g n+l is not necessarily zero, the third relation must be replaced by ADh= Y. 
Since minimal line searches are not used, the step length may be prede- 
termined, e.g., &= 1 for all i. 
All algorithms in this class generate identical directions (up to multiplica- 
tion by a scalar). This follows from Lemma A.4 of Appendix 2. 
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We see that the first two relations of (4.8a) are identical to those involved 
in a QR factorization; cf. Appendix 2. Several implementations are therefore 
possible: 
(i) Gram- Schmidt minimization. Taking R to be unit upper triangular, 
and using 
Adi = yihi- I, (4.8a. 1) 
the recurrence (A2.b) becomes 
d,= -g,, 
f-1 
di= -gi- 2 riidi, 
i=l 
(4.8b) 
where 
Yiki 
qi = - - y;di ’ 
whence the n-search directions may be generated. For a quadratic we obtain 
directions dj that are A-orthogonal or conjugate with respect to A. Thus we 
have 
(4.8~) 
with oli = ( y,*d,)/X,. Therefore for a quadratic we have n + 1 step conver- 
gence. 
(ii) Projection methods. For implementations that use explicit projec- 
tion matrices see Powell [ll] or Zoutendijk [12]. In this case the process 
takes the form given by (A2.e), namely 
di= -Pig,, ia; 1, (4.8d) 
where P, = I, and Pi, using (4.8a.l), is given by 
piYiYiTpi 
Pj+l= Pi- p. 
Yi*P Yi 
(4.8e) 
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(iii) A new method. A more careful analysis of the relations (4.8a) 
reveals a new method in which conjugate directions are generated from a 
knowledge of two previous search directions, and of the gradients at the 
current iterate and at two previous iterates. For quadratics, the method 
stands in relation to projection methods in much the same way as the 
conjugate gradient algorithm stands in relation to variable metric methods, 
and is described in Nazareth [4]. The method reduces to the conjugate 
gradient algorithm when the line searches are exact. 
(iv) Q_R on a transformed quadratic. Working with the transformed 
quadratic #( y) of Appendix 1, Sec. A(ii), the basic relations (4.8a) become 
-- 
-G=DR, 
- -- 
DTAD=Z, (4.8f) 
-- - 
AD= YX-‘. 
In the space of the original variables with di = 04 and gi = (Q)- ‘gi these 
become 
-QG=DR, 
DTAD= G, (4.8g) 
AD= Yh-‘. 
Implementations using Gram-Schmidt relations or projection matrices analo- 
gous to (i) and (ii) above may be carried out. In particular, we observe that 
the recurrence relation for projections is invariant under transformation of 
variables. The method of Hestenes [13] is an instance of a projection method 
on a transformed quadratic. 
4.9. Concluding Remarks on Algorithms that 
Combine the TC and QR Factorkutions 
New optimization algorithms (e.g., those developed by Davidon [19]) may 
be fitted into the above algebraic structure as follows: 
Consider the class of algorithms which use an n-search strategy and, 
when applied to a quadratic, develop linearly independent search directions 
d 1,. . . , d,, and gradients g i, . . . , g, satisfying the six relations below. Note that 
the matrix D = (&, . . . , 4) is introduced here for the purpose zf analysis and 
is not the matrix of search directions. The same goes for G = ( i1,. . . ,&). 
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Thus the actual search directions d, are not required to be conjugate, nor are 
G=&, 
where 
G=(g,,...>g,), 
D=(d,,...,d,), 
U and V are non-singular upper triangular matrices, and 6: d, 4, H, cx,_p are 
defined as in (4.5d) (with D replaced by D and G by G). D and G thus 
correspond to matrices of directions and gradients generated by algorithms 
which satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Sec. 4.5.2. From the considerations of 
Appendix 2 and Sec. 4.7 on the QR factorization, we see that & (unique up 
to scaling) may be obtained by projecting gi orthogonal to g,, . . . , gi. Simi- 
larly di (unique up to scaling) may be obtained as the projection of di 
conjugate to d,, . . . , di and thus orthogonal to yi,. . . , yi, where yj = gi+ i - gi. 
We thus obtain matrices which satisfy the four relations of Sec. 4.5.1 and the 
subsequent analysis, as well as the tie-in with the TC factorization. Then an 
analogous development of recurrence relations from successive approxima- 
tions to the inverse Hessian using the projected gradients and projected 
directions & and di may be carried out (cf. Sets. 4.6.2 and 4.7). Considera- 
tions related to optimal conditioning [lo] are also applicable to this class of 
algorithms. 
It is important to note, however, that within this framework there are a 
number of implementations, each having different consequences in the 
presence of non-quadratic factors. 
The implementation described above would only develop matrices Hi 
which satisfy a quasi-Newton relation involving projected change in 
gradients and projected :teps: rather than actual change in gradients and 
actual steps. Since H,AD, = Di implies HiAD,, for quadratics the same Hi 
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would be obtained, but this is not the case if the function is non-quadratic. 
The method of Dixon [20] develops approximations Hi that satisfy the true 
quasi-Newton relation Hi yi _ 1 = si _ I at each step, using an updating formula 
in the Broyden P-class [I]. The method avoids exact line searches whilst 
retaining quadratic termination in at most n + 1 steps, by defining search 
directions di = pjdi (with pi a scalar) as a suitable linear combination of 
- l&g, and previous search directions d,, . . . ,dj_ 1. Thus the matrix V in 
(4.9a) would be diagonal. By far the most satisfactory algorithm is that of 
Davidon [19]. This is a variable metric method which develops approxima- 
tions Hi through a clever modification of the Broyden family. In the Broyden 
one parameter family, Hi is obtained from Hi_, by adding suitable rank 1 
matrices composed from the vectors H, _ i y{_ i - si_ 1 and si_ i so as to satisfy 
the quasi-newton relation Hi yi _ i = si _ i. Davidon’s new method uses instead 
the vectors Hi_, yi_i-st_i and a vector ni _ 1 parallel to di _ i. si_ i is only 
conjugate to si, . . . , s, _ 2 when line searches are exact, whereas ni _ 1 is always 
conjugate to si, . . . , si_s. The method satisfies the true quasi-Newton method 
at each step, and in addition the VMR (2.2b) is satisfied even when line 
searches are inexact, resulting in quadratic termination in at most n + 1 steps. 
Furthermore the method permits the full flexibility of search directions 
inherent in (4.9a). V could be a full upper triangular matrix. The inherent 
instability of the symmetric rank 1 method which shares these features, but 
only uses the vector Hi _ i yi _ 1 - si _ 1 when updating, is circumvented; and in 
addition, in Davidon’s method Hi are stored in factored form and are chosen 
to be optimally conditioned according to a certain measure. Based on 
numerical experience, this method currently appears to be the best variable 
metric method for unconstrained minimization. 
APPENDIX I 
The terminology and notation used throughout this appendix is defined in 
Sec. 2. 
A. Properties of Quadratics 
(i) A Fundumental Relation. Consider the quadratic function given by 
q(r)=a+bTx+ixTAx, where V$(x)=g(x)=b+Ax. If we conduct an n- 
search, we have for i = I ,...,n that gi=b+Az+ Thus 
gi+1 -gj=A(xi+i-Xi)=XiAdj. (Al-a) 
We may write (Al-a) as AD = YX -I, where A - ’ = diag[X; ‘, . . . , A; ‘1. If the 
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n-search is terminal, then AD = GH, where 
-1 
1 -1 
1 * 
H= , . 
. . 
* -1 
1 
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(Al-b) 
i.e., all elements hii of the square matrix H such that i < i or i - j > 2 are zero. 
If d 1”“’ d,, are linearly independent, then so are g i, . . . , g,, and we can 
express g,, i as a linear combination of g,, . . . ,g,. Then we again have 
AD = GH, where this time H has the form 
-1 
1 
X1 
(Al-c) 
(ii) Invariance of a Quadratic under Linear Transformation. Suppose 
Q is a positive definite symmetric matrix (abbreviated henceforth as pds). 
The quadratic 
F( y)=a+(Qb)Ty+$ yrQAQy 
is obtained from q(x) by the follo+g change of variables: y = Q-lx. The 
minimum of 1c/( y) is attained at Q - ‘z, where z is the point where q(x) 
attains its minimum value. 
Also we write 
2~ Q-‘d (Al-d) 
and 
g=V$( y)=Q(b+Agy)=@(b+Ax)=&, where g= V+(x). 
(Al-e) 
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B. Three Basic Re.&ons 
Fundamental to minimization algorithms are the notions of a set of 
directions being mutually conjugate, of a line search along direction di being 
minimal, and of the directions di used in an n-search being linear combina- 
tions of the negative gradients at xi and all previous iterates xi, xa,, . . . , xi_ 1. 
(i) Conjugate Directions. The non-zero directions d,, . . . , d,, are said to 
be conjugate with respect to the pds matrix A, if and only if diTAdi = 0 
Vi # j. Thus any directions orthogonal in the inner product defined by A are 
conjugate. This may be written as CD (2.2b). Then 
n 
A-' zD~-~D~= (Al-f) 
(ii) Exact Line Searches. See ELS (2.2~). 
(iii) Search-Gradient Relation. See SG (2.2d). This may be interpreted 
as follows. Each direction di is a linear combination of - gi and all previous 
directions d,, . . . , di _ I. 
In some cases, which we shall consider, we shall have search directions di 
that are implicitly or explicitly linear combinations of - Qg,, - Qg,, 
. . . , - Qgi, where Q is a pds matrix. Then 
-QG=DR. (Al-g) 
(iv) Variable Metric or Partial Inverse Relation. H,,.. ,,H,,+l, defined 
by VMR (2.2e), are successive approximations to the true inverse A -I. One 
way of defining the directions di is by 
di = - H,g, (1 < i < n). (Al-h) 
[Algorithms that develop the inverse Hessian using only VMR (2.2e) and 
develop linearly independent search directions, are able to minimize a 
quadratic in a finite number of steps, at most n + 1, without requiring that 
line searches be exact or directions conjugate.] 
C. Consequences of above Relations 
(i) Quadratic Termination Property. See QT (2.3a). This is used to 
prove the finite termination of several algorithms, applied to G(x). 
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(ii) Orthogonality of Gradients. (2.3b) follows from the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA A.l. Zf an exact n-search is conducted along directions that are 
mutually conjugate and the directions and gradients satisfy SG (2,2d), then 
GTG is a diagonal matrix. 
Proof The conditions of the lemma imply QT (2.3a), i.e., GTLI = V. 
Since - G= DR, we have - GTG = VR. But VR is upper triangular and 
GTG is symmetric. Hence VR is diagonal, and therefore the columns of G 
are orthogonal. W 
COROLLARY. Zf, instead, - QG = DR replaces the conditions - G = DR 
in Lemma A.l, then GTQG is diagonal, i.e., the columns of Q are orthogo- 
nal in the inner product defined by Q. 
(iii) Uniqueness of Search Directions. This follows from the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA A.2. Con&h the class of algorithms that 
(1) employ an n-search strategy, 
(2) generate directions that satisfy CD (2.2b) and SG (2.2d). 
Assuming that successive gradients g 1,. . . , g, generated are linearly inok- 
pendent, then when applied to a quadratic G(x), all algorithms in this class 
generate an identical set of search directions, up to multiplication by a 
scalar. 
If, in addition, line searches are exact, then all algorithms in this class 
develop an identical set of iterates to the minimum of q(x), and the n-search 
is terminal. 
Proof. By induction. Suppose unique conjugate directions (up to multi- 
plication by a scalar) have been generated. By (Al-a), A d,X, = yl,. . . , A di+ = 
yi, and yl,..., yj are linearly independent. By assumption, g r, . . . , gi+ r define 
a i + 1 dimensional subspace and dt, 1 must be chosen orthogonal to yr, . . . , yi 
in order to satisfy the requirement of conjugacy. Therefore, this direction is 
unique up to multiplication by a scalar. The remainder of the lemma follows 
from line searches being exact and the quadratic termination property. n 
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LEMMA A.3. Consiakr an exact n-search conducted over a quadratic 
G(x) along directions d,, . . . , d,,. Each direction is defined by di = - Higi, with 
Hi given by VMR (2.2e). Then the directions d,,. ..,d,, are mutually con- 
jugate and the search is terminal. 
proof. From VMR (2.2e), HiADi = Die Thus g,TH,ADi = g,‘Di. Thus 
- diTADj = g ;Dj. (Al-i) 
The proof is by induction. Assume the first i - 1 directions d,, . . . , di _ 1 are 
mutually conjugate. Since the searches are exact, QT (2.3a) implies g,Tdj = 0 
Vi < i. Thus from (Al-i), diTADi = 0. Therefore, d,, . . . , di are mutually con- 
jugate. The result then follows by induction, since gldl=O, so d, and d, are 
mutually conjugate. 
COROLLARY. Any algorithm that satisfies VMR (2.2e), ELS (2.2~) and 
SG (2.2d) and develops directions by di= - Hig, belongs to the class of 
algorithms in Lemma A.2. 
APPENDIX 2. SOME STANDARD 
MATRIX DECOMPOSITIONS 
We review here, very briefly, some standard matrix decompositions, and 
how these lead to certain algorithms for solving systems of equations and the 
symmetric algebraic eigenvalue-vector problem. 
A. Decomposition Related to the Solution 
of Sets of Linear Equations 
(i) Triangular Factorization. The fundamental fact behind direct 
methods for solving Ax= b is that under certain conditions (non-singular 
principal submatrices) A can be uniquely factored as 
where i is unit lower triangular, fi is diagonal, and c is unit upper 
triangular. 
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The usual Gaussian elimination algorithm implicitly yields 
A=LU, 
where L = i and U = GU. See Wilkinson [5]. 
When A is pds, the necessary conditions are fulfilled and 
A= LLT, 
where L = ifi ‘i2 This is the Cholesky factorization. . 
(ii) QR Factorization. Any non-singular matrix - G can be decom- 
posed as follows: 
-G=DR, P-4 
where 
DTAD= CX. 
R is a unit upper triangular matrix, A is positive definite symmetric, and 
a = diag[aJ, using our convention that small unsubscripted Greek letters 
denote diagonal matrices. The decomposition is essentially unique [S]. (This 
is better known as the Gram-Schmidt factorization, but we have changed the 
notation for convenience.) 
(a) The above decomposition is implicitly what is obtained when carrying 
out the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process on the vectors defined by 
the columns of - G. The standard relations of the Gram-Schmidt process 
may be obtained by equating columns of the left hand side and right hand 
side of - G = DR. If we denote the ith column of Gi, i.e., G = ( g r, . . . , g,) 
we have 
d,= -g,, 
i-1 
di= -gf- x qidi, 
t=-1 
642-b) 
where 
diTAgi 
*“= - d,TAd, 'I 
is chosen to satisfy the relations diTA di = 0 for i # i. 
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(b) The Gram-Schmidt process may be viewed as projecting, at step (i), 
the vector - gi into a space orthogonal to that spanned by (A d,, . . . ,A di_ J. 
Thus di is obtained by premultiplying - gi by an orthogonal projection 
matrix. This orthogonal projection matrix is given by 
In recursive form this yields 
P,+,=P,- 
P,A di diTAP, 
diTAPiA dj ’ 
The orthogonalizing process is thus given very simply by 
d,= -g,, 
di= - Pigi for all i>2, 
(f=c) 
P-4 
W-e) 
where Pi is updated using (A2-c) or (A2-d). 
B. Decompositions Related to the Algebraic Eigenproblem 
(i) Decomposition. Any symmetric matrix A can be decomposed into 
A=XpXT, 
where X TX = I, and Z.L = diag[ z.+] is a diagonal matrix. X consists of the set of 
eigenvectors, the ith column being the eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue z+. 
(ii) Reduction to Upper Hessenberg Form and Tridiagonul Form. Any 
matrix A can be decomposed as follows: 
AG = GH”, 
GTG=p, 642-f) 
where H” is unit upper Hessenberg and /3 = diag[ pi]. These may also be 
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written 
GTAG=PH”, 
(M-g) 
GTG= p. 
If A is symmetric, then PH” must be symmetric as well as Hessenberg, and 
hence tridiagonal. We shall denote it by T: 
T= PH”, W-h) 
so that 
(TF) 
GTAG= T, 
GTG=& 
and if A is positive definite, then so is T. We make extensive use of the 
tridiagonal factorization TF (A2-i) in Sec. 4. 
We also use, in Sec. 4, the following uniqueness result: 
LEMMA A.4. Zf GTAG, = T1 and G:AG, = T,, where G, and G, are 
orthogonal matrices which have the same first column (say g 1 ), and TI and 
T, are tridiagcmal, then 
G,= G,6 and T,= ST,& 
where 6 = diag [ai], with ai = 2 1 for all i. 
Proof. The proof is given in Wilkinson [5], p. 352. (The proof breaks 
down if any ti + l,i = 0, in which case [in (A2-i)] g,+r can be chosen to be an 
arbitrary vector orthogonal to g,, . . . , gi. For our needs this will not present a 
difficulty, since when applying this result in Sec. 4 this case does not arise.) 
We shall use the above uniqueness result to prove the equivalence of various 
methods of unconstrained minimization. n 
(iii) Method for Obtaining G and H” (or T). Writing out (A2-f) as a set 
of recurrence relations, and assuming that the first column of G is specified 
to be g,, we obtain 
Ag,=gr+r+ i hd,gi, 
i=l 
(m-j) 
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where $, the (i,r)th element of H”, is chosen so that (A2-j) satisfies 
&,+I =o Vi < r, 
i.e.. 
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This is Arnoldi’s method. Given a symmetric matrix, we can tridiagonalize it 
using the relations (AZ-j), since ti,= &h, from @2-h). This is essentially 
Lanczos’s method applied to a symmetric matrix. 
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